
FEAR OF COMPLICATIONS IS A MAIN FACTOR WHEN 
CONSIDERING A CHANGE IN PRINTING VENDORS.

When Focus on the Family decided to take their work to Royle Printing, it was handled 
knowing the overall complexity could create issues while transitioning. A story very 
familiar with most publishing companies when changing print vendors. Royle’s staff 
took it upon themselves to pre-plan for Focus’s arrival by taking all the files and 
communications two issues prior to the change and mirroring the other printer 
through the entire production process. Royle practiced opening up job tickets, 
making sample proofs, creating shipping details, etc. so when Focus made the full 
transition, it was already Royle’s third issue of production! This gave Focus a great deal 
of confidence their jobs were going to be done efficiently and accurately.

• Focus was able to switch from printed proofs to all digital proofs in part to 
Royle’s Prepress team of professionals’ orientation to the InSite online proofing 
portal. This helped decreased Focus’s production costs and improved their 
overall efficiency.

• The entire Royle customer service and management team was available 24/7 
for any questions or concerns of Focus’s while going through their on-boarding.

• Royle’s distribution team created a custom colored sorting and packaging 
process specific to Focus’s needs. With various printed pieces arriving to a 
multitude of locations, the new colored packaging system makes it easy for 
Focus to unload and distribution with speed and ease!

ABOUT US
Experience the Royle Difference with our unique offerings and solutions that go well 
beyond paper and ink. Our success lies with the expertise of our team. Going well 
beyond paper and ink to provide creative & adaptable resources to our clients.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY 
EXPERIENCES SMOOTH 
TRANSITION TO ROYLE

Signed Agreement

Overview Meeting

Preflight Testing

• Finalize & sign our Royle 
Agreement after going through 
all aspects of production

• Our agreement allows you to 
change vendors after 60-days 
if you’re unhappy with Royle’s 
service

• Meet your assigned Project 
Manager & other key Royle team 
members to cover all aspects of 
your production

• Submit your design files to our 
Prepress Dept. & run a preflight 
test to ensure all issues are 
solved before production begins

745 S Bird Street
Sun Prairie, WI USA 53590

(608) 837-5161
www.royle.com

“It was invaluable when Royle took the initiative to run tests before our 
files, order forms, mailing lists were due. They showed they were ready for 
the complexity of our project...It eased a lot of our fears knowing just how 
prepared they were” - Gail W., Publisher


